
 

Vaastu Shastra movie download full hd 1080p is an Indian film from 2015. The film is set in small, fictional town. As the story
progresses, it gradually becomes apparent that the intricate Vaastu layouts designed for this small space have created a unique
character of the town and made it synonymous with a specific type of self-sustaining life style. The plot revolves around a
widowed woman who seeks to adopt this lifestyle once she realizes what her deceased husband valued most in his life - this
unique Indian philosophy and its effects on his well being. It also examines how society's view on marriage has changed over
generations and why there has been a significant shift towards an individual's personal fulfillment without compromising their
social status. The film was released on 7 August 2015. The film revolves around Ashwini, a widowed mother of two children
who becomes an expert in the Vaastu system. She learns the basics of Vaasthu Shastra from her children and starts practicing it
in her home. Lately, she has been seeking suggestions from outsiders about the quality of her Vaasthu designs. A group of
architects advise her not to believe in superstition - all that matters is the beauty of the Vaastu Shastra's design. They go on to
show her that not all things created with beauty are good for life, while retaining beauty only makes them useless for life.
Ashwini's family life starts deteriorating - her eldest son is criticized by his community for studying architecture while his
parents are living in a ‘wrong’ shape of Vaasthu Shastra. The second son of Ashwini asserts that he will continue with
architecture even after studying for his graduate examinations, whereupon his father expresses helplessness and helplessness.
Ashwini decides to get away from the hubbub of city life and takes refuge in the hills. She starts experimenting with Vaasthu
Shastra by immersing into its philosophy, which she has begun to understand only after all her children had got married. She
attempts to build a house that will be useful for her family. Her experiment fails. The house she builds is considered ugly by all,
but Ashwini feels happy. She completes her experiment with success and settles down with her family in the Vaastu Shastra's
shape. 

The film has music composed by Aadesh Shrivastava, Hridaynath Mangeshkar, Hemant Kumar, Anand Milind and lyrics
penned by Kausar Munir, Anwar Hassan Yusufali and Honey Rose Tyagi under the banner Aadesh Shrivastava Music Company
Digital Media Pvt Ltd. The background score is composed by Aadesh Shrivastava. The film was released on 7 August 2015.
Gaurav Malani of "The Hindu" called the film "a confusing jumble of admirable intentions and half-baked execution." He
praised the cinematography but criticised the editing, direction, and writing. He summed up by saying that ""Vaastu Shastra" is a
good beginning in its genre, but director Ashwini Chaudhary could have handled it with more clarity." Rajeev Masand gave the
film two stars out of five in his review for CNN-IBN . He described it as "a confused mess of a film".
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